FAT QUARTER
CUTIE
GODDESS!

SUPPLIES: Fat quarters are 18” x 22”.
FABRICS: Select 3 coordinating fat quarters - one each for 1) cover,
2) lining, and 3) inside pockets and handle tabs/handles.
NOTE: Cover not appropriate for directional prints.
HANDLES: Choose one option.
- Fashion Handles with connection holes or locations that fit the green
boxes to the right will work for this bag. Handles shown on the cover
are item #6324 from Clover Needlecrafts. No extra fabric needed.
- Make Your Own Fabric Handles - Cut from the same fabric for the
pockets as noted above.
BATTING: Use a thin, low loft batting. You’ll need one piece approximately 13” x 17”. (Craft fleece, Warm & Natural, and Quilter’s Dream
are all good).
CLOSURE: 1/2” Magnetic snap - OR - 1” piece of sew-on Velcro.
OPTIONAL - EMBELLISHMENTS:
Fibers, buttons, beads, tassels, you name it. (Cover: Top sample shows two styles of buttons from JHB stacked together. Lower
sample shows fibers from Adornaments (TM) - pick a color collection to
coordinate with your fabrics.)
OPTIONAL: 1/4 yd lightweight fusible interfacing to stiffen lining of bag.
NOTE: A walking foot or even feed foot is nice for this project.
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Chloe is the goddess of zip, zing and all things
sassy! Our ‘Goddess’ patterns include specific directions on how and where to incorporate optional embellishments. Your
Chloe will be so wonderful, embellished or not, that you’ll feel like a
Goddess when you carry her!
Chloe is fully lined, has several inside pockets and inside closure.
Pattern includes a full-sized template to locate fibers, buttons,
beads, baubles (BBB’s), and overall embellishments. Specific directions
included to incorporate your embroidery design, too! Embellishments
are optional of course. It wouldn’t be Lazy to require such a thing!
Basic quilting and sewing skills required.
Size: 11 1/2” W x 5 3/4” H

Handle Guide: The top edge of the finished bag is just over 11” wide. Handles with ends that are approximately 6” apart
will work well for this bag. Your handle will work if the
Handle end here
handle ends fall within these two boxes.
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